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yeah x11
Ooh the way you looking when you standing in the
corner it takes over me
And i can tell by the way looking baby girl you wanna
get to know me 
Not really checking for the love tonight i just wanna
have fun
But you really made me change my mind when the
music begun.

BRIDGE: 
i gotta say,
Oh lord i like the way you do, swinging up and down in
them high heeled boots and ooh girl you know you look
cute, tell me what you like and i'll give it to you.

CHORUS:
Give me your name and your number, we can talk all
night if you wanna, baby i can do some things that
make you wonder if you just give me your name and
your number x2

ooh everybodys checking and im checking so i gotta
make my move (gotta make my move)
No body can do you like me i got something to prove
Girl i promise ima do you right, Every things gonna be
alright But you really made me loose my mind when
you doing that whind.

BRIDGE: 
i gotta say,
Oh lord i like the way you do, swinging up and down in
them high heeled boots and ooh girl you know you look
cute, tell me what you like and i'll give it to you.

CHORUS:
Give me your name and your number, we can talk all
night if you wanna, baby i can do some things that
make you wonder if you just give me your name and
your number x2

i came with a plan you must understand to party with
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my crew and keep a drink in my hand then i spot her
got her eyes then i lock her ooh baby then she try but
she couldn't look away baby its okay you've never seen
a star but you see him once a day and by far you are
the hottest girl in the room i like the way you move i like
the way you do

oooh i like the way you do swinging up and down in
them high heeled boots and ooh girl you know you look
cute tell me what you like and i'll giveit to youuuuu

CHORUS:
Give me your name and your number, we can talk all
night if you wanna, baby i can do some things that
make you wonder if you just give me your name and
your number x3
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